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1s2p resonant inelastic x-ray scattering ina-Fe2O3
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We report experimental and theoretical results on the FeK edge x-ray absorption spectrum and 1s2p
resonant inelastic x-ray scattering~RIXS! spectra ina-Fe2O3 . The results are interpreted using an FeO6

92

cluster model with intra-atomic multiplet coupling and interatomic covalency hybridization. The 1s2p RIXS is
treated as a coherent second-order optical process. It is shown that the double-peak structure in the pre-edge
region of FeK absorption spectrum is due to the cubic crystal-field splitting, and that the intensity of the
eg (t2g) component in the 1s2p resonant inelastic spectrum is enhanced by tuning the incident photon energy
to theeg (t2g) component in the absorption spectrum.@S0163-1829~98!08443-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray absorption spectroscopy~XAS! and x-ray emission
spectroscopy~XES! have long played important and compl
mentary roles in the study of the electronic structure of m
terials. Recently, the increased photon flux and brightn
available from undulators and wigglers at synchrotron rad
tion sources have stimulated a growing number
experimental1–14 as well as theoretical15–20studies exploring
resonant inelastic x-ray scattering~RIXS!, where x-ray emis-
sion spectra are measured as the incident x-ray energ
tuned through an absorption edge of the sample. The sec
order nature of the RIXS process offers more degrees
freedom in the design of the experiment selecting appro
ate combinations of the type of electric multipole transitio
electronic levels involved in the transitions, as well as co
binations of the directions of polarization vector and wa
vector of both incident and scattered x rays with respec
the crystal lattice, specific electronic excitations can be st
ied in greater detail than is possible by either XAS or XE
alone.

For wide band solids, the focus of most studies has b
on the RIXS process that excites a core electron into
conduction band and measures the valence-band emis
spectrum. Within the one-electron approximation, t
electron-hole pair in the final state of this RIXS process
been related to the joint density of states between the vale
band and conduction band with some success.2,4,14However,
it is now clear that the effects of core hole in the intermedi
states need to be treated properly to account for the deta
line shapes of RIXS spectra,16,17 and that more theoretica
effort is still needed.

For narrow band solids, RIXS at theK,11 L,6 andM ~Ref.
13! edges of 3d transition metals, theM ~Ref. 5! andN ~Ref.
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~20!/13452~7!/$15.00
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21! edges of rare-earth elements, andM ~Ref. 5! edges of
actinides has been exploited to gain information on imp
tant high-energy scale parameters, such as the on-site
lomb interaction energy, charge-transfer energy, as wel
related elementary excitations of these correlated elec
systems. In all these cases, the cluster models develope
the interpretation of photoemission spectroscopy and x-
absorption spectroscopy of highly correlated electron s
tems continue to work very well, and have provided impo
tant guidance to the design of experiments.

In this paper, we report a RIXS study ofa-Fe2O3, hema-
tite. The particular intermediate states of interest are the
edge features in the FeK absorption spectrum ofa-Fe2O3,
and the emission lines of interest are the FeKa emission
lines. In the following, this RIXS process will be referred
as 1s2p RIXS.

It is well known that pre-edge features exist in theK
absorption spectra of most transition metal compounds. T
are usually associated with electronic transitions from thes
core orbital to the localized molecular orbitals of primari
3d character. Since electronic quadrupole transitionss
→3d) are much weaker than electronic dipole transitio
the strength of these pre-edge transitions depends strong
the local symmetry of the transition metal ion, which affec
the degree of admixing between thep-like states with the 3d
states.22–24 Consequently, the pre-edge features are a v
sensitive analytical tool in the study of the electronic stru
ture of transition-metal compounds. In the case ofa-Fe2O3,
the pre-edge features were assigned to the crystal-field
t2g andeg states by Dra¨ger et al.23 The presence of quadru
pole transitions in these features was confirmed by mea
ing the wave vector and polarization dependence of the
sorption coefficients. The presence of quadrupolar transiti
was also independently confirmed recently by the obse
13 452 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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PRB 58 13 4531s2p RESONANT INELASTIC X-RAY SCATTERING IN . . .
tion of a forbidden charge reflection ina-Fe2O3 by Finkel-
steinet al.25 However, the ratio of the quadrupolar contrib
tion to the dipolar contribution of these pre-edge feature
still not clear.

The reason to study theKa emission line in the RIXS
process is that the final state of the process 2p53dn11 is
identical to that of theL II,III absorption process. Over the la
10 years, high-resolution soft x-ray absorption spectrosc
has become an important tool in the study of the electro
structure of transition-metal compounds due to the rich m
tiplet structure of the final states, and the strong linear
circular dichroism associated with them.26 The possibility to
reach the same final states using RIXS permits the un
combination of the spectroscopic information of soft x ra
and the flexibility in sample conditions and environments
hard x rays. It is the goal of the present study to investig
this possibility in detail.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes
experimental arrangement and the experimental results;
III describes the theoretical model; Sec. IV shows calcula
results and compares those with experimental results; Se
is a summary.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at the X21 hybrid wigg
beamline at the National Synchrotron Light Source. T
beamline consists of a four-crystal dispersive Si~220! mono-
chromator with miscut angles of216°, 0°, 0°,116°, and a
spherically bent Si~333! backscattering analyzer.27 The en-
ergy resolution of the monochromator is 0.2 eV, and the to
energy resolution of the experiment is 0.45 eV. The analy
energy scale was calibrated against that of the monoc
mator by measuring the elastic scattering line from
sample to ensure that the two energy scales are consis
The sample used in the experiment was a single-crystal
matite (a-Fe2O3) disk oriented in the~111! direction parallel
to the momentum transfer. All spectra reported here w
measured at 90° scattering angle and in the horizontal p
to reduce scattering background.

Figure 1 shows the FeK-edge absorption spectrum of
powdereda-Fe2O3 sample. The spectrum is normalized
that the measured absorption coefficients for photon ener
immediately below and well above the absorption edge
the same as the theoretical values.28 The absorption spectrum
agrees very well with data published by Dra¨ger et al.,23 ex-
cept that the absolute energies of these transitions are 1
higher than those reported by Dra¨ger et al.23 Several weak
pre-edge peaks are clearly observed. The first two pre-e
peaks, located at 7113.4 and 7114.8 eV, are assigned t
electronic transitions from the Fe 1s orbital to the crystal-
field split t2g and eg orbitals.23 The splitting of 1.4 eV be-
tween the two peaks agrees well with both the value of
eV reported by Dra¨ger et al.,23 and the value of 1.45 eV
obtained from soft x-ray Fe L II,III -edge absorption
measurements.29

Figure 2 shows three inelastic scattering spectra ta
with the incident photon energy tuned to 7113.4 eV~a!,
7114.8 eV~b!, and 7117.8 eV~c!, respectively. The FeKa1,2
fluorescence spectrum of hematite is also included for c
parison. The excitation energy of the fluorescence lines
is
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set to\v157200 eV, so that threshold effects are exclud
TheKa1 fluorescence line at\v256407.3 eV has an asym
metric Lorentzian line shape with full width at half max
mum of about 3.5 eV. All three resonant inelastic spec
have peak positions similar to that of the fluorescence li
but have very different line shapes. In particular, spectra~a!
and ~b! show much narrower linewidth and additional spe
tral features.

Figures 3~A! and 3~B! show the same three inelastic
scattering spectra, but as a function of the energy tran
instead of the scattered photon energy. Also, the FeL II,III
absorption spectrum of hematite is included for comparis
in Fig. 3~B!. The L II,III absorption spectrum is shifted dow
by 0.2 eV to make the peak positions in the inelast
scattering spectra agree with the peak positions in the
sorption spectrum. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that the p
positions of the new spectral features in spectra~a! and ~b!

FIG. 1. FeK-absorption edge of powdereda-Fe2O3 . The pre-
edge region is shown in more detail as it is the focus of this pa
The whole edge is shown in the inset. The arrows and labels@~a!–
~c!# indicate the incident energies at which the high-resolut
emission spectra were measured.

FIG. 2. RIXS spectra as a function of the scattered photon
ergy for three different energies together with theKa1,2 fluores-
cence lines. The excitation energies are 7113.4~a!, 7114.7~b! and
7117.7 eV~c! for the RIXS spectra, and 7200 eV for the fluore
cence lines, respectively.
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13 454 PRB 58W. A. CALIEBE et al.
agree well with the main peaks in theL II,III absorption spec-
trum. The main peak of spectrum~c!, on the other hand, line
up well with the very weak feature at about 711 eV in t
absorption spectrum. It should also be noted that there
two very weak peaks with energy transfers between 705–
eV in spectrum~c!, and they also line up well with the mai
peaks in theL II,III absorption spectrum.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

To interpret the RIXS data, we use an FeO6
92 cluster

model withOh symmetry, since the local symmetry aroun
the Fe atom ina-Fe2O3 is approximatelyOh . The Hamil-
tonian used in the calculation is given by

H5(
G,s

«3d~G!dGs
† dGs1(

m,s
«2ppms

† pms1(
s

«1sss
†ss

1(
k,s

«4p~k!Pks
† Pks1(

Gs
« l~G!aGs

† aGs1(
G,s

V~G!

3~dGs
† aGs1aGs

† dGs!

1Udd (
~G,s!Þ~G8,s8!

dGs
† dGsdG8s8

† dG8s8

2Udc~1s! (
G,s,s8

dGs
† dGs~12ss8

† ss8!

2Udc~2p! (
G,m,s,s8

dGs
† dGs~12pms8

† pms8!1Hmultiplet,

~3.1!

where«3d(G) and« l(G) represent the energies of Fe 3d and
O 2p ligand states, respectively, with the irreducible rep
sentationG (5eg and t2g) of the Oh symmetry. The ener-
gies «2p and «4p(k) represent the Fe 2p and Fe 4p states,

FIG. 3. RIXS spectra as a function of the energy difference
the incident and scattered photon~5 final-state energy! together
with the L II,III -absorption edge. The excitation energies for t
RIXS spectra are the same as in Fig. 2. The spectra~a! and~b! are
shown in ~A!, and spectrum~c! and theL II,III -absorption edge in
~B!. Two small peaks in the low-energy tail of the main peak
spectrum~c! as well as a small peak in the high-energy side of
Fe L III edge are shown in more detail.
re
8

-

respectively, where we take into account the finite width
the Fe 4p conduction band with the wave vectork beyond
the cluster model~the band index is dropped for simplicity!.
The indicesm and s are the orbital and spin states.V(G),
Udd , 2Udc(1s) and 2Udc(2p) are the hybridization be-
tween Fe 3d and O 2p ligand states, the Coulomb interactio
between Fe 3d states, the Coulomb interaction between
3d and 1s core-hole states, and that between Fe 3d and 2p
core-hole states, respectively. The HamiltonianHmultiplet de-
scribes the intra-atomic multiplet coupling originating fro
the multipole Coulomb interaction between Fe 3d states and
that between Fe 3d and 2p states. The spin-orbit interactio
for Fe 3d and 2p states is also included inHmultiplet.

In the pre-edge region of XAS, the Fe 1s electron is ex-
cited to the 3d states by the quadrupole transition. The XA
is given as

I Q~V!5(
m

z^muTQug& z2
GK /p

~V2Em1Eg!21GK
2

, ~3.2!

and Ka RIXS is given, using the formula of the cohere
second-order optical process, as

SQ~V,v!5(
f
U(

m

^ f uTDum&^muTQug&
Eg1V2Em2 iGK

U2

3
GM /p

~Eg1V2Ef2v!21GM
2

, ~3.3!

where ug&, um&, and u f & are the ground, intermediate an
final states of RIXS~eigenstates of the HamiltonianH) with
energiesEg , Em , andEf , respectively. It should be note
that the final states of XAS are the same as the intermed
states of RIXS. The incident and emitted photon energies
represented byV andv, respectively. The core-hole lifetim
broadening is denoted byGK for the 1s core hole andGM for
the 2p core hole. The operatorsTQ and TD represent the
optical quadrupole transition between Fe 1s and 3d states
and the optical dipole transition between Fe 2p and 1s
states, respectively, and they are written as

TQ5(
i

(
q522

2

r i
2Cq

~2!~ i !, ~3.4!

TD5(
i

(
q521

1

r iCq
~1!~ i !. ~3.5!

Here r i is the radial coordinate of thei th electron in the
system andCq

(k)( i ) is the spherical tensor operator. In o
calculation of RIXS, it is assumed for simplicity that th
spectrum is averaged over all the polarization directions
incident and emitted x rays.

Even in the pre-edge region of XAS, a weak low-ener
tail of the dipole transition of the Fe 1s electron to the Fe 4p
conduction band coexists with the quadrupole transition. T
XAS due to the dipole transition is given as

f

e
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I D~V!5(
m

z^muTDug& z2
GK /p

~V2Em1Eg!21GK
2

5E d«r~«!(
m8

z^m8,kuTDug& z2

3
GK /p

~V2«2Em81Eg!21GK
2

. ~3.6!

Here the final stateum& is assumed to be a direct product
a 4p state uk& and the remaining systemum8& (um&
5um8,k&5um8&uk&) with the energyEm5Em81«k , and
then the summation over the 4p final state is replaced by th
integral over« (5«k) with the density of statesr(«). In a
similar way, Ka RIXS due to the dipole excitation is ex
pressed in the form

SD~V,v!5E d«r~«!

3(
f 8

U(
m8

^ f 8,kuTDum8,k&^m8,kuTDug&

Eg1V2«2Em82 iGK
U2

3
GM /p

~Eg1V2«2Ef 82v!21GM
2

, ~3.7!

where we putu f &5u f 8,k&5u f 8&uk& and Ef5Ef 81«k . Fi-
nally, the total spectra,I (V) andS(V,v), are given as

I ~V!5I Q~V!1I D~V!, ~3.8!

S~V,v!5SQ~V,v!1SD~V,v!. ~3.9!

IV. CALCULATED RESULTS

In order to describe the ground state of our cluster mo
we use, as the basis states, the three configurations,d5,
3d6L, and 3d7L2, whereL represents a hole in the ligan
states. The basis configurations in the intermediate stateum&
are 1s3d6, 1s3d7L and 1s3d8L2 configurations for the
quadrupole-excited states and1s3d54p, 1s3d6L4p, and
1s3d7L24p configurations for the dipole-excited state. Co
responding to these intermediate states, the basis config
tions in the final stateu f & are2p3d6, 2p3d7L, and2p3d8L2

configurations~quadrupole! and2p3d54p, 2p3d6L4p, and
2p3d7L24p configurations~dipole!, respectively. The pa
rameter values are as follows:Udc(1s)5Udc(2p)57.3,
V(eg)52.3,Udd56.0, andD54.7 in units of eV, whereD is
the charge-transfer energy defined by the energy differe
between 3d6L and 3d5 configurations. For the hybridization
we use the empirical relation:V(eg)522V(t2g). These pa-
rameter values are mainly estimated from the analysis
x-ray photon spectroscopy data. The Slater integrals and
spin-orbit coupling constants that are included inHmultiplet
are calculated by Cowan’s Hartree-Fock program,30 and then
the Slater integrals are reduced to 85% of the Hartree-F
values. For the crystal-field splitting, we use 10Dq
50.94 eV. This value is smaller than 10Dq51.45 eV used
by Kuiper et al.29 in their analysis of x-ray magnetic linea
l,

ra-

ce

of
he

ck

dichroism, but we explicitly take into account the effect
covalency hybridization whereas they did not. The lifetim
broadening of the core hole is taken to beGK50.6 eV and
GM50.18 eV, and the Gaussian broadening to be 0.25
half width at half maximum. With the parameter valu
given above, the ground state is the mixed state of the th
configurations with the mixing weights 82.2% (3d5), 17.0%
(3d6L), and 0.8% (3d7L2).

The calculated FeK pre-edge XAS is shown in Fig. 4
together with the experimental result. In this calculation,
assume the density of states of Fe 4p conduction bandr(«)
as shown in the inset of Fig. 4 so as to reproduce the exp
mental results, and the relative intensity between the qu
rupole and dipole transitions and their relative energy po
tion are taken as adjustable parameters. The ene
separation between the quadrupole and the dipole trans
is 7 eV ~from the center of the quadrupole transition to t
steep absorption edge of the dipole transition in Fig. 4!, and
the intensity ratio between the transitions is 0.07~integrated
intensity ratio within the energy range of210 to 10 eV in
Fig. 4!. It is difficult to compare these numbers to publish
values, which are of the order of 20 eV and 0.0
respectively.31 These numbers describe the separation
the ratio of the white line to the quadrupole transition, wh
we take the ratio in the near-edge region.

In the pre-edge region, we can see a double-peak struc
with an energy splitting of about 1.4 eV. A schematic ener
diagram of the optical transition is shown in Fig. 5. Since t
predominant ground-state configuration is (t2g↑)3(eg↑)2, we
approximately putug&5u(t2g↑)3(eg↑)2& in Fig. 5. Then, the
final states of XAS~intermediate states of RIXS! by the
quadrupole transition aredt2g↓

† s↓ug& and deg↓
† s↓ug&, whose

energy separation is given by theeg-t2g splitting, 10Dq.
This explains the double-peak structure. The main effec
the hybridization is to enlarge this energy separation fr

FIG. 4. Calculated FeK-absorption edge ofa-Fe2O3 together
with the measured data. The dashed line represents the backgr
in the pre-edge region, which stems from dipole transition. T
arrows indicate the incident energies for which the emission spe
were measured and calculated~same as in Fig. 1!. The inset shows
the assumed density of states of the Fe 4p conduction bandr(e).
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0.94 eV (510Dq) to 1.4 eV. The charge-transfer satellite
too weak to be clearly seen, because the core-hole char
screened by the photoexcited 3d electron in the final state o
XAS. The dipole transition contributes to the backgrou
absorption in the pre-edge region as shown with the das
curve in Fig. 4.

Here it should be mentioned that the interpretation of
pre-edge structure observed in various transition-metal c
pounds is, in general, not well established. If there is a lo
lattice distortion like a vibrational excitation, which brea
the inversion symmetry around the transition-metal site,
1s to 3d transition becomes weakly allowed by the optic
dipole transition.32 Even when the inversion symmetry is n
broken, the dipole transition is possible from the 1s state to
the 3d state on a different transition-metal site, if we exte
the cluster size. In the case of the TiK edge in TiO2 ~rutile!,
for instance, both quadrupole and dipole transitions
shown to give important contributions to the pre-ed
structure.26,33 In the present analysis of the FeK pre-edge of
Fe2O3, we can reproduce the experimental double-pe
structure by the quadrupole transitions superimposed on
background of the dipole transition, where we have u
some assumptions on the 4p band density of states and th
relative intensity and energy position between the quad
pole and dipole contributions. It will be shown below that t
present model with these assumptions can also reproduc
experimental data of 1s2p RIXS.

The results of 1s2p RIXS calculations are shown in Fig
6, where the spectra~a!, ~b!, and~c! are obtained by tuning
the incident photon energy to the energy positions~a!, ~b!,
and~c! in Fig. 3. Here the spectra of the emitted photon
plotted as a function of the energy transferv2V. The sym-
bols are the experimental data, the symbol size is a mea
for the statistical errors. The solid lines describe the theo
ical data. The contributions from the dipolar and quadrupo
transitions are separately shown in Fig. 7 and compare
the sum of both transitions. The model calculation and

FIG. 5. Energy diagram of the optical transitions, which a
observed in the experiment. 1s electrons in the ground state (3d5)
are excited into either the localizedeg or t2g orbitals (1s3d6) or the
4p valence band (1s3d54p) in the intermediate state of RIXS
~5final state in XAS!. In RIXS, the intermediate state decays in
the final states2p3d6 or 2p3d54p, respectively.
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perimental results are in very good agreement. The
prominent structures separated by about 13 eV origin
from the spin-orbit splitting of the 2p core level, 2p3/2 and
2p1/2. In going from~a! to ~b!, the energy of the maximum
RIXS peak shifts in both 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 components by
about 1.4 eV in the direction of increasing energy trans
and from~b! to ~c!, the maximum peak energy shifts furthe
by about 3 eV on the high energy-transfer side. This is
plained as follows: As shown in Fig. 5, the intermediate st
dt2g↓

† s↓ug& @~a! in Fig. 6# decays mainly into the final stat

dt2g↓
† pm↓ug&, and the intermediate statedeg↓

† s↓ug& @~b! in Fig.

6# into the final statedeg↓
† pm↓ug&. The energy difference o

the two final states is theeg-t2g splitting (51.4 eV) again.

FIG. 6. Calculated RIXS spectra~solid line! as a function of the
energy difference of the incident and scattered photon together
the measured spectra~symbols!. The energies of the incident pho
tons are the same as in Figs. 2 and 3, and they are labeled ac
ingly with ~a!–~c!.

FIG. 7. Comparison of the quadrupolar and dipolar contribut
to the calculated RIXS spectra in Fig. 6. The energies are same
the Figs. 2, 3, and 6. Obviously, the quadrupolar contribution do
nates in the spectra~a! and~b!, while in ~c! the dipolar contribution
yields most of the intensity for the peak. The quadrupolar contri
tion with transitions into thet2g and eg orbitals is observable as
small steps at 705 and 707 eV, respectively.
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According to Eq.~3.3!, the energy transfer of RIXS is give
by the energy difference between the energiesEf andEg , so
that when we go from~a! to ~b!, the RIXS peak shifts by 1.4
eV. Of course this transition scheme is very crude, and
tually the statesdt2g↓

† pm↓ug& and deg↓
† pm↓ug& are not the

eigenstates of the HamiltonianH, thus they are mixed into
each other by the Coulomb interaction between 3d and 2p
states, as well as by the spin-orbit interaction in the 2p state.
Therefore, we find, in the case of~a! @and ~b!#, a shoulder
structure about 1.4 eV on the high-~and low-! energy side of
the main peak in the 2p3/2 component of RIXS.

Next, we consider the contribution from the dipole ex
tation, where the intermediate state isPks

† ssug& and the final
state isPks

† pmsug&, as shown in Fig. 6. In the cases of~a!
and ~b! the excited 4p electron stays near the bottom of th
4p conduction band, so that the energies of the intermed
and final states are very close to those of the quadru
excitations. Therefore, we have the contribution from
dipole excitation~dashed curve! to RIXS in the energy-
transfer region very close to that of the quadrupole exc
tion, although the dipole contribution is much weaker th
the quadrupole contribution. In the case of~c!, on the other
hand, the dipole contribution is much stronger than the qu
rupole contribution, because the XAS intensity of the dip
transition is much larger than the quadrupole transition. F
thermore, the excited 4p electron stays about 3 eV above th
bottom of the conduction band corresponding to the incre
in the incident photon energy. Therefore, the final state
ergy of the dipole contribution is about 3 eV higher than t
quadrupole contribution, resulting in the shift of the RIX
peak energy by about 3 eV in going from~b! to ~c!. In the
spectrum~c! we can also see weak structures caused by
quadrupole excitation at the same energy-transfer positio
in ~a! and ~b!. Note that in the case of~c!, the intermediate
state of the quadrupole transition occurs as a virtual proc
with the off-resonance energy of about 3 eV, but that of
dipole transition occurs as a real process because of the
tinuous energy of the 4p conduction band.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we present a high-resolution FeK-edge x-
ray absorption spectrum and 1s2p RIXS spectra of
-
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a-Fe2O3. The results are interpreted using a cluster model
which intra-atomic multiplet coupling and interatomic hy
bridization are included explicitly. Very good agreement b
tween the experimental results and the model calculation
achieved in both the XAS spectrum and RIXS spectra.

This study clearly demonstrates that for 3d transition met-
als the 1s2p RIXS process can be exploited to obtain spe
troscopic information similar to that obtained in
L II,III -absorption spectroscopy. Since both incident and sc
tered photons are hard x rays, it opens the opportunity forin
situ spectroscopic studies of transition-metal ions, com
plexes, and clusters in biological and other systems that
not vacuum compatible.

Moreover, polarization and wavevector dependence in
1s2p RIXS spectra can be further exploited. For exampl
the enhancement of theeg (t2g) component in the RIXS
spectra could be even greater by a proper choice of the in
dent polarization vector with respect to the crystal orient
tion. Also, magnetic circular dichroism was observed
2p3d RIXS of Gd metal9,10 recently. Similar magnetic cir-
cular or linear dichroism in 1s2p RIXS spectra should also
be possible.

In the present analysis, we have simply assumed that
Fe 1s→3d excitation is due to the quadrupole transition
More detailed information on the relative strength of the F
1s→3d quadrupole and dipole transitions will be obtaine
from experimental measurements of the polarization dep
dence, as well as the scattering angle dependence, of
1s2p RIXS, and their theoretical analysis in the near futur
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